Specials: Customized Solutions

In-house R&D and technical support for specific applications

In 2014 Dejond has 60 years of experience in developing and manufacturing Tubtara® blind rivet nuts. Tubtara® has become synonymous with high quality performance, innovation, in-house R&D and technical support. Always one step ahead of industry demand.

Tubtara’s manufactured to customers’ specifications, are developed to suit the demands of almost every application. These customized solutions offer additional features to the standard Tubtara® such as increased torque-to-turn, sealing, controlled deformation, integration into parent material, centering, pressure spread, compatibility with other fasteners or tools, special thread requirements etc. The Tubtara’s designed for the latest aerospace programmes for instance are used in composite material and aluminium structures on wing parts and seats.

Besides blind rivet nuts, Dejond also concentrates on cold forming selected parts according to customers’ drawings for very specific applications.

For a detailed summary, visit www.tubtara.com and click on ‘customized solutions’.

How to order or inquire: Please prefix the TUBTARA order code with ‘R852-’ example: R852-513550